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Abstract—We apply social network analysis (SNA) to examine
the dynamics of leadership in distributed groups, specifically
Free/Libre Open Source Software development projects, and
its relation to group performance. Based on prior work on
leadership in distributed groups, we identify leaders with those
who make the highest level of contribution to the group and
assess the degree of leadership by measuring centralization of
communications. We compare the dynamics of leadership in two
FLOSS projects, one more and one less effective. We find that
in both projects, centralization was higher in developer-oriented
communications venues than in user-oriented venues, suggesting
higher degrees of leadership in developer venues. However, we
do not find a consistent relation between centralization and
effectiveness. We suggest that SNA can instead be useful for
identifying interesting periods in the history of the project, e.g.,
periods where the leadership of the project is in transition.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Distributed groups are groups of geographically dispersed
individuals working together over time towards a common
goal. Though distributed work has a long history (e.g., [1, p.
165]), advances in information and communication technologies have been crucial enablers for recent developments of this
organizational form [2] and as a strategic solution to organizational needs, distributed groups are becoming more popular
[3]. While distributed groups have many potential benefits, distributed workers face many real challenges. Watson-Manheim
et al. [4] suggest that distributed work is characterized by
numerous discontinuities: a lack of coherence in some aspects
of the work setting (e.g., organizational membership, business
function, task, language or culture) that hinders members in
making sense of the task and of communications from others
[5], or that produces unintended information filtering [6] or
misunderstandings [7]. As a result, more effort is required
for interaction when participants are physically distant and
unfamiliar with each others’ work.
Distributed groups seem particularly attractive for software
development because the code can be shared via the same
systems used to support group interactions [8]. However, the
issues identified above are particularly problematic for software developers [5]. Numerous studies of the social aspects
of software development groups [5], [9], [10] conclude that
large system development requires knowledge from many
domains, which is thinly spread among different developers

[9]. As a result, large projects require a high degree of
knowledge integration and the coordinated efforts of multiple
developers [11]. The additional effort required for interaction
often translates into delays in software release compared
to traditional face-to-face groups [12], [13]. The problems
facing distributed software development groups are reflected
in Conway’s law, which states that the structure of a product
mirrors the structure of the organization that creates it [14],
[15]. Accordingly, splitting software development across a
distributed group would be expected to make it hard to achieve
an integrated product [15].
In response to the problems created by discontinuities,
studies of distributed groups stress the need for a significant
amount of time spent learning how to communicate, interact
and socialize using computer tools [16]. In effective distributed
groups, members must share knowledge and information, and
create new practices to meet the task-related and social needs
of the members [17]. Researchers have further suggested that
group leadership helps group members overcome barriers to
performance [18]–[20]. However, the nature of leadership
in distributed groups does not seem to be adequately described by current theories of leadership that were largely
designed to address the interaction between subordinates and
a single individual who occupies a formal, appointed managerial/supervisory position in a hierarchical organizational
setting [21], motivating a more detailed examination of the
functioning of leadership in these settings.
The goal of this paper is to use SNA techniques to analyze
leadership in a particular distributed setting, namely among
programmers developing Free/Libre Open Source Software
(FLOSS). Key to our interest is the fact that most FLOSS
projects are developed by distributed groups comprising professionals and users [22], [23]. These groups are close to
purely virtual in that developers contribute from around the
world, meet face-to-face infrequently if at all and coordinate
their activity primarily by means of a variety of computermediated communication (CMC) tools [24], [25]. As a result,
FLOSS projects provide an interesting setting in which to
study distributed group dynamics. Based on a review of
the literature, we develop a description of the dynamics of
leadership in FLOSS projects and examine the connection
between group leadership and overall group effectiveness.
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. First,
we review past studies on leadership in distributed groups,
followed by those that have applied SNA to FLOSS settings.
Next, we present an empirical study that compares a dynamic
analysis of FLOSS group communication across multiple
venues for pair of projects differentiated by their degree of
effectiveness. We conclude with some suggestions for future
work using these techniques.
II. T HEORY DEVELOPMENT
In this section we present a more specific set of research
hypotheses for our study. The hypotheses are based on a
theoretical perspective on FLOSS projects developed by reviewing prior studies, starting with discussion of the problems
of leadership faced by distributed groups, followed by a
discussion of prior applications of SNA to FLOSS projects
in particular.
A. Interaction and leadership in distributed groups
As noted above, FLOSS projects face particular challenges
to effective work because of their highly virtual nature.
While research has suggested that group leadership helps
group members overcome barriers to performance, FLOSS
projects often work outside the boundaries of any organization,
meaning they rarely have formally appointed leaders. In the
absence of formal leaders, members within the group lead on
a “voluntary” basis, either individually or collectively. In these
circumstances, leadership is said to be emergent. According to
Berdahl and Craig [26], leaders emerge when “one or more
of a group composed initially of equal status peers... exhibits
notably higher levels of leadership behavior and thereby attains
higher status in the eyes of fellow group members” (p. 26).
Some distributed groups evolve a leadership structure in
which a single member emerges who is recognized by other
members as the group’s leader, while other groups will evolve
a less-centralized leadership structure based on interaction and
influence patterns. In the latter case, leadership can be shared
among two or more group members or distributed among many
group members [21], [27], presenting a very different form of
leadership. Indeed, in many FLOSS projects, no individual
holds formal authority and there may be no single dominant
contributor. When asked who their leaders are, members of
these groups will often say, “We have no leaders.” But if
members of a group claim to have no leaders, is it accurate
to say that the group has no leadership?
We argue that leadership may be distributed among the
members of the group, and that examination of their patterns
of communications can help to distinguish the nature of
leadership in such groups. Two studies have examined the
relationship between emergent leadership and initiation of
communication. Both suggest that taking initiative is positively
associated with being identified as an emergent leader [28],
[29]. This finding applies to the initiation of communication
at the outset of a group’s task, as well as to initiating communication that keeps members focused on the task throughout the
group’s life [28]–[30]. As well, findings from several studies

of distributed group dynamics suggest that emergent leaders
communicate with group members more frequently than nonleaders [29]–[34]. These findings regarding the pattern of
communications motivate the application of SNA techniques
to this problem. Specifically, based on these findings, we
will identify leaders of projects as those who contribute to
the project at a higher level, initiating more communications.
Furthermore, we expect the emergence of such leaders to be
associated with higher levels of group effectiveness, as leaders
help the group overcome barriers to performance.
B. SNA studies of FLOSS projects
We turn next to a review of research that has used SNA
to examine FLOSS development groups. FLOSS research
using SNA has examined two distinct types of network structures: association networks, and communication networks.
Association networks are bipartite, having nodes representing
individuals and nodes representing entities through which the
individuals are associated. FLOSS association networks are
most often based upon developer membership in multiple
projects (e.g., [35]–[37]), though they can also be based on
interactions through code units or participation in mailing list
threads [38]. Using such an approach, Christley and Madey
[39] identified a set of social positions in the SourceForge
community (e.g., user, developer, bug reporter) and showed
how these positions evolved over time. The bipartite network
can be converted to a unipartite network by dropping one type
of node and directly linking the nodes it connects (e.g., linking
together all developers who work on the same projects).
López-Fernández et al. [40] used this approach to develop
networks of modules and of developers for the Apache httpd,
KDE and GNOME projects, allowing quantitative comparisons
between them.
Another approach, and the one adopted in this paper,
develops a unipartite network of individuals with links based
on observed interactions. These networks are often developed
as communication networks, connecting developers based on
who has communicated with whom, which is most relevant
for the theoretical perspective developed above. Data for such
networks come from email list archives or other developer
communications. Note that an association network (or its
unipartite projection) is non-directional, while communication networks can be directional (e.g., if a link represents
sending an email message). Crowston et al. [41] analyzed
communications networks to identify core and peripheral
members of FLOSS projects using an SNA core-and-periphery
analysis [42], which divides the network between a highly
interconnected core and a periphery connected to the core
only. They also identified the core group based on level of
participation. They found good agreement between these two
approaches and that most projects had a very small core of
developers. This work suggests that the core members of the
project are those who contribute the most, consistent with
the findings of the behaviours of group leaders. However,
that work examined only a single specialized communication
venue, namely bug trackers.
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III. O PERATIONALIZING LEADERSHIP WITH
NETWORK DATA

In this section, we discuss how network data, specifically
the distribution of levels of communication, can be used to
operationalize the concepts of leadership and its relation to
the overall effectiveness of the projects. We pay particular
attention to the assumptions underlying SNA measures in the
FLOSS setting. While network analysis methods are evolving
at a rapid pace, several common assumptions of social network analysis affect interpretations of changing networks. The
methods for acquiring data for network construction and the
observability of relationships in the network influence the way
we understand measures of information flow and importance.
In addition, we suggest that the expected stability of the
constructs of interest and the time dimension of the network
data can affect the interpretation of SNA results.
A. Network data and analysis assumptions
First, a matter of continual concern in network studies
is the ability to harvest or construct complete, authoritative
networks while dealing with the validity issues that arise in
data collection [43]. Roughly speaking, two approaches to data
collection can be distinguished: those that rely on reports of
relationships and those that infer them from archival data. On
the one hand, early network analysis is often credited to roots
in sociometry, where psychology studies were based on selfreported relationships elicited in surveys or interviews [44],
[45]. On the other hand, the use of archival data has a long
history, being used for studies of board interlock analysis as
early as 1914 [46], [47], providing a long history of archival
data mining for indirect evidence of social networks. Despite
potential problems with the quality of archival records, these
data are considered more reliable than data elicited directly
from participants, which may have stronger validity, but is
often subject to limitations of recall [48]. In our case, we
had access to archives of developer interactions in the form
of mailing list archives, but anticipated a low response rate
to any survey that might be attempted, which would make
construction of a complete network difficult if not impossible.
We therefore chose to base our analysis on the archival
interaction data.
For this study, we were interested in assessing individual
contributions to the group that indicate group leadership.
Accordingly, we examined contributions of individuals to
group communications venues, as these are where individual
group members can influence each other and thus the project
outcomes. Given this choice, we still needed to select the
specific communications from which to collect data. Issue
trackers, email lists and discussion fora have all been used
individually for studies of communication networks. However,
these venues have important differences in function and audience that may affect their interaction dynamics, Participation
in bug-fixing, for example, may represent a different form
of leadership than participation in discussion on a developer
or core email list, as seen in analysis of the negotiation
processes of bug-fixing [49]. Howison et al. [50] explored

the potential for identifying leadership through patterns of
contribution to communications, but noted that development
contribution is also considered a strong leadership indicator
in FLOSS project groups. Therefore, examining the social
dynamics of project groups from the perspective of only
one communication channel may present an incomplete view
of project participation [51]. To address this concern, we
compared across these various communications venues, and
expected to find variance in the communication dynamics of
user-oriented and developer-oriented venues and in discussionoriented versus bug-fixing venues.
B. Network Conceptualization
Second, in order to be able to apply SNA techniques,
researchers must identify nodes and links. A key problem
in using archival data is establishing a connection between
recorded behaviours and these theoretical constructs of interest, since the archival data are not typically collected for
scientific purposes but rather exist as a by-product of the work
in a distributed group. As in many studies, we are studying
networks of individuals, who constitute the nodes in the
network. As well, we wanted to develop the network from the
observed communications among individuals. Nevertheless,
we still faced many choices for interpreting the data to identify
links between individuals. Unfortunately, many studies are
vague about the theoretical rationale for the choice of a
particular operationalization of a link.
In our case, the particular communications channels being
analyzed are broadcast: messages sent on a mailing list or to
discussion forum are available to all members at once. We
therefore could not identify links based on the destination of
messages, as would be possible with individually addressed
messages. Instead, as is common in FLOSS studies based on
developer interactions, we identified links from the replies to
posted messages, such that developer A is linked to B if A
has replied to a message sent by B (e.g., [52]–[54]). This kind
of interaction is still theoretically relevant, as someone who
is replied to more often initiates more of a discussion while
someone who replies more often makes a larger contribution
to the group, both factors related to leadership in prior studies. However, we note below some significant limitations to
interpreting these interactions.
A further complication in analysis is the choice between a
weighted and unweighted network. In a weighted network, the
strength of links varies, e.g., depending on the frequency of
interactions, while in an unweighted network, links are binary,
either present or absent. With archival data, it may be feasible
to count interactions, allowing the creation of a weighted
network. In principle this is desirable, as a weighted network
provides more information. Unfortunately, many network analysis measures were designed for unweighted networks and
either do not work or have to be adapted for use with weighted
networks. It is therefore common to dichotomize weighted networks, discarding all links below a certain threshold. Because
we were working with archival data, we initially created a
weighted network, but dichotomized the network for further
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analysis. Only edges with values at or above the 0.8 quantile
of all edge values were used to calculate centralization (i.e.,
the top 20% of links). This threshold selection was made based
on sensitivity analysis on a subset of the data; an exhaustive
comparison of threshold options is a task for future research.

TABLE I
T IME CHARACTERISTICS OF DATA AND STABILITY OF CONSTRUCT
DETERMINE APPROPRIATENESS OF AGGREGATE OR DYNAMIC ANALYSIS .

Network data
characteristics
Snapshot data
Longitudinal data

Stable
Construct
aggregate
aggregate

Unstable
Construct
aggregate
dynamic

C. Network analysis measures
A third issue is the choice of analysis measures on the
networks developed. In many SNA studies, measures of individual member importance or influence such as individual
centrality are the focus of the analysis. In our case though,
we are interested in assessing the overall pattern of communication in the projects. We therefore examined network
centralization, which assesses the degree of inequality in
individual centralities. In a perfectly centralized network, a
single individual has high centrality, while in a perfectly
decentralized network, all members are equal. Therefore, a
high level of centralization can be interpreted as indicating the
presence of a strong leader or leaders, and low centralization
as their absence. Centralization is of particular interest for
describing the organization of FLOSS projects, which have
often been claimed by practitioners to be quite decentralized,
with no formal leadership. On the other hand, researchers have
argued that communication centralization may indicate the
kind of strong leadership that enables success in an otherwise
decentralized context, as noted above [18]–[20].
A complication is that there are several different measures
to assess individual centrality and thus network centralization,
including degree, closeness, and betweenness centrality [55]
among other measures of prestige and importance in networks
[43]. In choosing between measures, it is important to consider
the assumptions about the nature of the underlying social
process needed to interpret the measure. For example, interpretation of betweenness centrality as a reflection of importance
assumes that a node between other nodes has some influence
on the flow between the other nodes, thus increasing the
between node’s importance. However, in our case, links reflect
replies to messages rather than information flow. Therefore, we
had to avoid measures of centrality that assumed individual
control over information flow. Instead, following [50], we
selected out-degree centralization [56] as a whole-network
measure of inequality of communicative contributions in the
network that is suited to both the data and construct of interest.
We note though that using out-degree centrality to compare
the individual actors in the networks simply shows which
actors talked the most during any given time period (for a
weighted network) or had the most communication partners
(for an unweighted network). Were this the extent of our
analysis, we would not need to use SNA measures at all,
as there are far easier ways to assess volume of individual
contributions than creating and analyzing network structures.
D. Network dynamics
Finally, consideration of the dynamics of networks over time
is important for meaningful interpretations of SNA measures,
and as more longitudinal behavioral data are available this

becomes an increasingly salient consideration. Centralization
can vary widely within groups over time and across venues
[37], [40], [50], [57], [58]. Two relevant dimensions of network data include the temporal nature of the data and the
stability of the construct of interest, as shown in Table I.
In many SNA studies, particularly those using survey data,
data on the network is collected at a single point in time,
forming a snapshot view of the network structure. On the
other hand, when networks are derived from archival data, the
underlying data are typically a time series of events (e.g., email
messages), collected across some period of time. These data
must then be aggregated to reveal the overall network structure
(e.g., deriving a communications network from a year’s worth
of email exchanges). Turning to the theoretical concerns, the
particular construct of interest operationalized through network
measures may be conceptualized as being stable (e.g., longterm friendship ties) or dynamic, in which case the network
structure evolves over time [59], [60].
For most pairings of data type and construct stability, aggregating the network structure data does not significantly impact
the validity of analysis and interpretations, with the exception
of the longitudinal-dynamic pairing. For example, if friendship
is thought to be a stable construct, a friendship network could
be derived equally from survey data or longitudinal archival
data. On the other hand, for a construct like leadership that
is expected to vary, these two approaches might give quite
different results. Thorough investigation would be needed
to verify that a longitudinal network data set was in fact
stable with respect to the construct of interest before applying
aggregate analysis measures. Given the nature of our data
and our interest in the dynamics of networks, we determined
the need to avoid overly aggregating our data and therefore
analyzed our measures dynamically as time series.
To summarize this discussion, our research hypotheses
can be restated in terms of the SNA measures and their
comparison. First, we expect the presence of leadership to
be reflected in higher levels of centralization for a project,
and to see these higher levels in developer venues more
specifically. We also expect higher levels of centralization,
reflecting leadership, to be associated with more effective
projects. Finally, we will examine the pattern of centralization
over time to address the question of the stability of leadership
in our projects. If the level is stable, then future studies can
adopt a simpler strategy of analyzing aggregated data, but if
there is significant variation over time, then a dynamic analysis
will be recommended.
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Fig. 1.

Comparison of noise reduction from smoothing with different smoothing windows.

IV. DATA AND A NALYSIS
In this section of the paper, we discuss the design and
execution of our study. We first discuss the selection of
projects for analysis and the extraction of network data for
these projects. We then discuss how these data were analyzed.
A. Sample Selection
Our analysis examines the communication patterns in two
FLOSS development projects, Fire and Gaim. These projects
are similar in that they are both community-based projects
developing multi-protocol instant messaging (IM) clients, but
differ in their ability to sustain project effectiveness. Gaim
was founded in 1999 as a Linux AOL messenger client and
has continued to grow, eventually being ported to Windows
and Mac OS X. In early 2006, Gaim changed its project name
to Pidgin, and continues to be a effective growing project in
2009; our data is selected from the period from the founding
of the project in November 1999 until the name change in
April 2006. Fire was founded in 2001 on Mac OS X and
was initially quite effective, but eventually faced difficulties
in sustaining development and made its final release in 2006.
Our analysis uses the entire range of Fire’s active development
lifespan, from 2001 through March 2006. A comparison of
these two projects, one obviously effective and the other less
so, can provide some suggestions as to the connection between
communications dynamics and overall project effectiveness,
though there are clear limits to the strength of conclusions
that can be drawn from two projects.
B. Data
For each of these projects, a diverse set of communications
in the form of email lists, forums, and trackers were obtained
from the FLOSSmole [61] and SRDA repositories [62], [63],
which acquired them from SourceForge. For the Fire project,
the communication channels included two trackers, two developer email lists and one user-oriented email list; for Gaim,

the channels included four trackers, a user forum, and two
developer email lists. For the purposes of comparison, we aggregated these individual communications channels into three
audience-based communication venues: developer, tracker and
user. These venues support different types of activities (e.g.,
discussing programming questions versus user support [51]),
making it reasonable to expect that the communication patterns
will differ for these groupings of venues based on their
functional purposes.
These data were imported into a database to allow automated analysis. The Fire data set includes about 1,800 events
in the user email list, 7,800 messages in the developer venues,
and 1,300 events in the combined trackers, spanning a period
of 54 months. The significantly larger Gaim data set included
over 41,000 events in the user forum, over 30,000 events in
the developer venues, and about 20,000 events in the trackers,
generated over 78 months. A brief series of virus messages in
one of the channels, identified during content analysis for a
separate study, could not be excluded from the current analysis
and caused a minor effect in one communication venue, but
without affecting our overall conclusions.
C. Analysis methods
In this section, we discuss the methodology we applied to
assess the dynamics of social networks in the two FLOSS
projects. As noted above, time presents challenges for working
with these data. As we previously argued, the dynamic nature
of the data on which communication networks are based makes
them sensitive to validity problems from collapsing events that
occur over a long period of time. We therefore developed a
dynamic analysis of the network, sampling a time series of
snapshots of the networks based on the time-stamp assigned
to the message upon receipt by the message server.
One complication we encountered was that in the venues for
the projects we studied, periods without any communications
were surprisingly common. However, a lack of observations
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Fig. 2.

Taverna Workbench analysis to create time series of network centralizations.

does not necessarily equate to a lack of network structure in
the community, as participants may have ongoing relationships
even without contact during a particular month. We addressed
this problem through smoothing, in which data are divided into
overlapping snapshots and sampled in windows (e.g., of 90
days) moving the window forward by a fixed unit (e.g., by 30
days) for each observation [40]. The window size was selected
to assure that enough observations are present to generate
analysis data for each time period. After examination of the
temporal pattern of our data, we settled on analysis based on
monthly periods with a 90-day overlapping sliding window.
We note though that this approach results in a single
observed communications dyad being reflected in up to three
consecutive monthly averages. A comparison of the effects of
smoothing on communication network centralizations is shown
in Figure 1; effective smoothing reduces the standard deviation
of the network centralizations, but is problematic for use with
descriptive statistics in that it tends to inflate the mean value.
In addition, smoothing shifts the observations of dynamics
forward in time, so that a peak observed in February 2005
with the 30-day window (with no smoothing), in Figure 1,
only becomes evident in March 2005 with 60-day smoothing,
and does not appear until April 2005 with 90-day smoothing.
Therefore, it may be necessary to trace the source of sudden
shifts in centralization backward to events occurring prior to
the apparent manifestation.
D. Research tools
The dynamic network analysis was performed using a scientific workflow tool, Taverna Workbench [64], which enabled
the development of data analysis workflows that take advantage of modular design and utilize built-in iteration strategies
to accomplish a series of data processing tasks over a number
of project communication venue data sets. The workflow used
in this analysis was designed to parse mailing list messages
into graphs of network centralization over time, depicted in
Figure 2. The use of this automated method enabled repeatable
analysis of large data sets, such as that required for the analysis
of the sensitivity of the data to the dichotomization threshold.

V. F INDINGS
In this section we present our findings regarding the centralization of communications in the two projects, deferring
discussion of the implications of these findings.
Dynamics of centralization. Our first finding is that the
centralization of the communications in the difference venues
varied quite considerably. Figure 3 shows the time series for
the Fire project and Figure 4, for Gaim. Figure 5 shows the
distribution of centralizations for the projects. It is clear that
there is considerable variation in centralization, suggesting that
an aggregated analysis would be inappropriate. Furthermore,
each project shows different dynamics in each venue, again
illustrating the value of a dynamic analysis.
Centralization across venues. To examine communication
centralization trends across the venues within each project,
and between projects, we compared time series analyses for
the two projects. In three venues for the Fire project (Figure 3)
there were comparable mean values for network centralization
of trackers and developer email lists (Figure 5). The user email
list had a lower average centralization, which reflects the larger
and more diverse group of message respondents. The standard
deviations of the centralizations were similar for the user and
developer venues but higher for trackers due to a spike in
centralization values in December of 2005, which affected the
values for the following two months due to the sliding window.
This sudden change from a very decentralized structure to a
highly centralized structure originated in the feature requests
tracker, when one individual closed 279 tracker items in a very
short period of time. This housekeeping was most likely in
preparation for the end of project development activity, as the
final release of Fire followed three months later. Excluding this
period of unusually high centralizations, the mean and standard
deviations of the tracker centralizations were comparable to
those for the email lists, shown in Figure 5. This comparability
implies some level of regularity in leadership across these
different venues.
Gaim also shows different communication dynamics in different venues (Figure 4); the average centralizations are lowest
for the user venue and highest for the developer list, which
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Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.

Dynamics of communication networks in multiple venues for the Fire project.

Dynamics of communication networks in multiple venues for the Gaim project.

Fig. 5.

Boxplots of network centralizations for Fire and Gaim.
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has a smaller number of participants. The standard deviations
of the centralizations for the user venue and the tracker are
comparable, while the standard deviation for the developer
list is much lower. Visual inspection of the centralization
trends shows that the higher standard deviation reflects a more
varied participation dynamic in the user venue and trackers.
Periodic spikes in tracker activity appear to indicate project
housekeeping, much like the phenomenon observed at the
end of the Fire project, as there were several periods during
which a large number of tracker items were closed. These
large batches of tracker item closings were conducted by
one (or very few) individuals, generating the observed highly
centralized network structures. While all tracker venues were
aggregated for this analysis, the batch tracker item closings
were all observed in the bug trackers.
In both Fire and Gaim, the various venues also show a
trend toward decreasing centralization of communications, but
the end period of the data series appears to show a more
stable range of centralization values. In Gaim in particular, this
decrease is confirmed by lower standard deviations for the user
and tracker venues, both shifting from the series mean, 0.18,
to 0.09 during the final two years, suggesting that more stable
communication patterns emerged in these venues as the project
matured. At the same time, the developer venue shows little
change to standard deviations throughout the project lifespan,
which may indicate a different strategy for moderation of
development activities over time.
Comparison between Fire and Gaim. Our final question
concerns the relation between centralization and project effectiveness. While there are obvious limits to the conclusions that
can be drawn from just two projects, to our surprise, there
were no clear differences in the dynamics of centralization
in these two projects. In part this lack of difference reflects
the fact that for much of their history, the two projects were
in fact comparable in effectiveness. One small difference is
in the centralization of communications on the trackers. In
Fire, the distribution for the trackers resembles the developer
venues more than the user venues, while Gaim shows the
opposite pattern. This result may indicate a broader pattern
of participation in the Gaim trackers or tighter control in the
Fire project. Another exception is the batch closing of tracker
requests that were observed in both projects. In Fire, the batch
closing happened near the end of the project, apparently as part
of closing down the project, while in Gaim they were repeated
with some regularity, suggesting regular and ongoing project
maintenance tasks that may be relevant for developing a better
understanding of project management activities.
VI. D ISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss the relevance of our findings
related to the methodological issues and research questions
introduced above. First, methodologically, we note the importance of applying a dynamic technique to examine the
projects. Besides the potential concern for validity based
upon communication venue selection for analysis, we note
that our analysis demonstrates that centralization in these

communication networks varies widely. These data fall into the
unstable-dynamic quadrant of Table I, and as such indicate that
any construct about which we hope to draw conclusions based
upon this data should be expected to vary over time. Collapsing
multiple years’ worth of interactions to create a single social
network would have presented a confused picture and would
not have allowed for detailed comparison of the projects.
Turning to our substantive research questions, analysis
of the dynamics across venues suggests that these different
communication channels may be proxies for different types
of relationships. In both projects, the user venue is more
decentralized than the developer venue, reflecting the greater
number of participants. This further suggests that evidence
of leadership activities in the form of public participation
will identify different individual contributors as key leaders
in each communication venue. This explanation is readily
verifiable for the bug tracker venues in which the actions of a
single individual make a significant momentary impact on the
centralization of the network
Another common feature for all venues in both projects was
the overall trend toward decentralization over time. While in
both cases, this decentralization reflects a diminished role for
the core, in the Fire project, this reduction seems to be the
result of the loss of project leadership, while in the effective
Gaim project it appears to reflect growth in user participation,
complementing the contributions of leaders. Further examination of mailing list archives for each project confirmed that
participation trailed off towards the end of the study period in
Fire and the concurrent decrease in communication centralization suggests that the most active members of the community
had moved on. By contrast, a negative correlation between
mailing list participation levels and centralization in Gaim
supports the explanation that increased participation, both in
number of messages exchanged and number of participants, is
the mechanism underlying the trend toward decentralization.
Our conclusion from this comparison is that while the strong
contributions of group leaders is apparently important, these
are not simply reflected in higher centralization as originally
hypothesized. Instead, for FLOSS projects, contributions from
the active user base are also important, and these contributions
will tend to reduce centralization, as reflected in the decrease
in centralization over time. Indeed, there are many potential
causes of variation in network structure, as indicated by a
shift in the degree of centralization of interactions. The SNA
measures cannot tell us why these changes occurred—only
that a change has occurred.
In this respect, SNA offers more utility as an indicator
of change than for meaningful interpretation. As such, SNA
tools may prove useful as a means of filtering large data sets,
helping researchers and FLOSS developers alike in narrowing
the search space for targeting specific phenomena. Identifying
the periods of time during which “something interesting” may
have occurred in a stream of 100,000 individual events in
a FLOSS project archive may provide useful guidance for
more intensive in-depth data analysis. For example, we note
an interesting phenomenon that was observed in each of the
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projects trackers: periodic mass bug closings by very few
individuals caused sudden, isolated spikes in centralization
values. This apparent housekeeping behavior, occurring several years into both of these projects, may be a common
management practice for a long-term FLOSS project signaling
rhythms in group work, believed to be important to success in
distributed environments [65]. These spikes in communication
centralization in the trackers seems to directly support a
form of distributed leadership, with individuals contributing
differentially according to the types of tasks managed in
each communication venue. Some group members therefore
show leadership in managing bugs, while others may show
leadership in answering questions from users. Other periods
of change in centralization may indicate periods of change in
leadership—centralization dips as an old leader steps out, and
rises again as a new one takes over. Extending this analysis
with a larger number of projects would determine whether this
phenomenon is an isolated instance or a more general pattern.

that they develop. Analysis to explore this possibility remains
for future work.
Future research on FLOSS group dynamics could explore
the use of SNA to monitor changes in network structures for
providing an indicator or diagnostic to help identify potential
events of interest for further investigation. This approach may
prove useful for filtering other dynamic network data sets to
identify events that cause shifts in network structures when
the data are too large to be amenable to more direct methods
of filtering. The effort required to capture and structure CMC
archives to allow this type of analysis is nontrivial, however,
so in most cases there is limited practicality in using a
data filtering approach based on network dynamics. Finally,
future research employing dynamic multi-channel analysis of
communication in FLOSS projects at an individual level is
needed to establish the degree to which the structure of the
entire network reflects distributed forms of project leadership
at a more granular level.

VII. C ONCLUSION
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In conclusion, our dynamic analysis of FLOSS group communications across channels has provided these findings:
• Communication centralization dynamics vary in different
venues, suggesting that communication in these venues
may be proxies for different kinds of relationships, and
providing evidence that leadership may also manifest differently based on the communicative context. Researchers
should therefore be cautious in using single venues to
characterize FLOSS projects.
• Periodic project management activities in the trackers
were evident in both projects, as batch bug closings
by a few individuals caused a sudden, temporary shift
to a highly centralized network structure. This is both
an interesting behavioral phenomenon and a potential
confound to analysis of bug trackers.
• All venues in both projects tended toward decentralization
over time, a pattern we expect to observe in future analysis of additional projects. Periods in which centralization
bucks this trend and rises might be particularly interesting
for further study, as we argue that this pattern indicates
a change in the nature of group leadership.
• The more effective project in our comparison showed
greater participation of users in the tracker venues and
more periodic housekeeping activities.
Our current study does have some limitations. One concern
is about the completeness of our network data. We based our
analysis on a variety of developer communications venues.
However, we note that FLOSS developers are widely recognized as users of their own products, so we might expect
that as developers of IM clients conduct a portion of their
communications via IM. Unfortunately, these interactions are
not archived and so not available for analysis. The observed
communication patterns in these projects may therefore differ
from the trends that might be seen in projects that are not
developing IM clients, simply due to the nature of the product
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